Automate Security & Privacy Compliance
Risk Management for Healthcare
HOLISTICALLY ADDRESS HIPAA COMPLIANCE

HIPAA Compliance Challenges:

Are you looking for a better, more efficient way to improve your HIPAA
compliance while also identifying gaps and risks across the enterprise?

•

Intraprise Health’s HIPAA One® solution is a simple but powerful software

manage risk analysis and security

solution that automates your compliance and risk analysis program. HIPAA

assessments

One enables you to accurately address all HIPAA standards and

implementation specifications, in one single pane of glass view.

Reduce the Potential of a Breach or Fine by Uncovering
Hidden Risks and Gaps
Addressing one of the most concerning areas of hidden risk, HIPAA One’s

•

Time consuming – lacking automation

•

Manual process often managed via
spreadsheets and various documents

•

Lack of resources and staff

•

Lack of time for remediation – majority

“Dynamic Templates” feature leverages your corporate-level HIPAA
program assessment to perform practice and site-level assessments at scale
and cost-effectively, providing hospitals with a more accurate view of
enterprise risk, along with more complete compliance with HIPAA.

Juggling spreadsheets and emails to

of time spent on assessing
•

Lack of visibility into practice-level
compliance

Simple to Use, Automated, and Cost-Effective, Our
Customers Report Efficiency Gains of Over 3x Year Over Year.
Our purpose-built software allows health systems and insurers to reduce
the time and effort of performing risk assessments and focus more efforts
on risk management and gap remediation resulting in an improved
cybersecurity posture. Removing the administrative burden of compliance,
our HIPAA One solution allows you to easily manage, monitor, report, and
track your assessments and remediation activities from one central
location. With over 10,000 assessments performed on the platform, our
features and capabilities are proven to reduce the ongoing costs of
compliance while increasing productivity.
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HIPAA One® ENTERPRISE FEATURES:

Assessment Types

•

End-to-end HIPAA Security and Privacy Risk Analysis Automation

•

Manage all assessments in one place – assess once, report
many. No more juggling spreadsheets!

•

Assessment auto-populate feature – year-over-year continuity
of responses and supporting documentation

•

Leverage your corporate assessment to increase coverage of
provider practice and remote site assessments with the
“Dynamic Templates” feature

•

Remediation Management – remediation simplified, prioritize
and track risk levels

•

OCR-Readiness and MU Compliance with Action History feature

•

Achieve compliance with CMS Meaningful Use requirements

•

Standards and requirements mapped to NIST Cybersecurity
Framework

•

Create custom reports for technical teams as well as
executive/Board-level summaries

Gain a Clear Understanding of Your HIPAA Security in our Integrated Risk Management Platform
Included with our HIPAA One® Security, Privacy and Breach Risk Assessments is a differentiated, healthcare-focused solution
for visualizing and analyzing risks generated from HIPAA Risk Assessments. One of the only healthcare focused risk
management platforms, our BluePrint Protect™ Integrated Risk Manager (IRM) seamlessly imports assessment risks and key
metrics, in real-time. All dashboards provide drill-down capabilities back
to the original security or privacy control, allowing for problem resolution
and monitoring capabilities. Built upon NIST standards and using the
Open Security Controls Assessment Language (OSCAL), BluePrint Protect
IRM ensures risks are normalized and interoperable. Users can consolidate
Risk data from HIPAA One, NIST or third-party assessments and different
Risk sources to build their risk register, creating an action-based
Framework from which to view and manage enterprise-wide risks.

Intraprise Health’s cloud-based HIPAA One® compliance software is designed to simplify and automate HIPAA compliance
for healthcare providers, health plans, and business associates of all sizes. Our solutions include security risk assessment,
privacy and breach assessment, HIPAA workforce training, NIST assessments and third-party risk management. The software
scales from single-doc practices to enterprise organizations needing to simplify complex problems, provide macro-analytics
and “always current” HIPAA controls. To learn more about Intraprise Health’s solutions visit www.intraprisehealth.com.
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